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Abstract: The water-energy-food nexus (“nexus”) is promoted as an approach to look at the linkages between water, energy and food. The articles of Water's Special Issue “Water-Energy-Food Nexus in Large Asian River Basins” look at the applicability of the nexus approach in different regions and rivers basins in Asia. The articles provide practical examples of the various roles and importance of water-energy-food linkages, but also discuss the theoretical aspects related to the nexus. While it is evident that any application of the nexus must be case-specific, some general lessons can be learnt as well. Firstly, there are a variety of interpretations for the nexus. These include three complementary perspectives that see nexus as an analytical approach, governance framework and emerging discourse. Secondly, nexus is—despite its name—a predominantly water-sector driven and water-centered concept. While this brings some benefits by, e.g., setting systemic boundaries, it is also the nexus' biggest challenge: If the nexus is not able to ensure buy-in from food and energy sector actors, its added value will stay limited. Ultimately, however, what really matters is not the approach itself but the processes it helps to establish and outcomes it helps to create. Through its focus on water-energy-food linkages—rather than on those themes separately—the nexus is well positioned to help us to take a more systemic view on water, energy and food and, hence, to advance sustainable development.
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1. Introduction: The Emergence of Water-Energy-Food Nexus

Water-energy-food (security) nexus aims to “enhance water, energy and food security by increasing efficiency, reducing trade-offs, building synergies and improving governance across sectors” [1] (p. 4). That was the description in the Background Document for Bonn2011 Conference on The Water, Energy and Food Security Nexus, held in November 2011 [1]. Since then, the number of nexus-related activities, projects and publications have boomed, with a variety of actors using nexus concept to guide, frame and reflect upon their activities. For example, international Future Earth research platform included the management of water-energy-food synergies and trade-offs as one of the eight global sustainability challenges [2], the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has looked at the applicability of the nexus in different contexts [3,4], and the European Commission added food-energy-water-climate linkages among the topics for its Horizon 2020 research and innovation program [5].

The rapid emergence of the nexus can be seen as rather surprising, given that the nexus as a concept is still not clearly defined and—despite efforts, in particular by Germany [6,7]—it was included neither in the Outcome Document of Rio+20 nor in the Sustainable Development Goals.
The nexus as an approach thus lacks an officially recognized status that for example Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) has received.

There must therefore be something else that has attracted attention to the nexus. We argue that the emergence of the nexus is related to three interlinked drivers: crucial importance that water, energy and food have for humanity and related need to ensure their security; enhanced awareness of the societal and economic risks included in the mounting resource scarcities; and the failure of existing water-related management approaches—most notably IWRM—to engage other sectors to address water-related challenges.

The rationale behind the first driver is clear: water, energy and food are the key prerequisites for the existence of humankind. The three are also closely linked, with water acting as an enabler for both food and energy production and being at the same time a major target for adverse environmental effects of activities in those sectors [8,9]. While all this is well known, the wide-ranging societal and economic impacts of increasing water and resource scarcity (e.g., [10,11]) have been properly recognized only during the past years, and can thus be considered as the second driver for the nexus [1]. This is exemplified by the World Economic Forum’s Global Risks Report 2015 [12], which for the first time placed “water crises” as the most important global risk in terms of impact—ahead of infectious diseases, weapons of mass destruction, interstate conflicts, and even failure of climate change adaptation (in 2016 water crisis ranked third, after climate change and weapons of mass destruction [13]). The World Economic Forum has also broadened its view on water-related risks, changing the term “water supply crisis” to “water crisis”, and revising the risk category of water crisis from environmental to societal risk [13]. The increased awareness about resources scarcities has also translated into heightened attention to security-related aspects of water, energy and food: Instead of just using and managing the different resources and related sectors, the attention is increasingly also on securing both availability and access to them.

The third driver is linked to the planning and management processes of water and related resources. In terms of water, IWRM is arguably the most commonly accepted global framework due to its recognition in several UN conferences and agreements—most recently within the context of Sustainable Development Goals [14]. While IWRM has been successful in promoting integrated management of water resources, it has not always been that successful in engaging water-related sectors—most importantly food and energy—into its implementation. Despite the critical role that those sectors have on water use and degradation of aquatic ecosystems, IWRM has remained water sector orientated and often rather technical management process. We see two main reasons for this: first of all IWRM is by its definition all-encompassing, linking water to all relevant policy sectors. Secondly, the IWRM processes have not been very strong in pushing the debate “out of the water box”, but other sectors are instead often considered as kind of externalities that are to be managed under IWRM framework [15]. The nexus changes this by its very name, recognizing that it is first and foremost about water, energy and food (referring to entire sectors, not just their water-using parts) and focusing on their specific linkages, synergies and trade-offs.

**Link to Practice: Nexus in Large Asian River Basins**

Any discussion about the characteristics of a nexus approach remain theoretical unless linked to actual planning and decision-making processes on the ground. That was also the aim of our Special Issue: to see what kind of practical benefits and challenges the emerging nexus approach could accrue when actually examined, analyzed and applied in differing management contexts.

The geographical focus of our Special Issue is very wide, covering Asia and its large river basins. Majority of these basins are transboundary, i.e., shared by more than one nation state. While recognizing that the nexus approach should not be applied only within water-bound boundaries, i.e., catchments, we decided to set the focus on large Asian river basins as they present particularly challenging management settings due to their scale and variety of actors. In addition, there is already a rich literature on their water, energy and food-related characteristics and management processes:
This makes it easier to compare the nexus with other management approaches and thus to discuss
its potential value added. Finally, despite all these activities, the situation in many transboundary
basins remains contentious and even ‘deadlocked’, with different sectoral actors and nation states
failing to agree on the most suitable ways forward. The geographical focus also corresponded with the
Academy of Finland—funded NexusAsia project (http://www.wdrg.fi/nexusasia), which built on our
Water and Development Research Group’s earlier research related to the water resources management
in large Asian river basins (e.g., [16–20]).

Of particular focus in this Special Issue were three regions and their related rivers: Central Asia,
South Asia and the Mekong Region. Over 3.3 billion people live in these three regions, i.e., well over
40% of the world’s population, with over 1.1 billion living within the seven main transboundary river
basins of Amu Darya, Syr Darya, Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna, Indus, Irrawaddy, Salween and
Mekong [9]. The regions are, however, very different, with South Asia clearly the most highly
populated [20]. Also the river basins have differing characteristics in terms of their hydrology,
connection to food and energy production, and future plans for development. At the same time,
all regions have plans for the development of water infrastructure, including large hydropower dams,
with direct implications to water, energy and food security.

2. Contributions from the Articles

Water’s Special Issue, “Water-Energy-Food Nexus in Large Asian River Basins” (http://www.
mdpi.com/journal/water/special_issues/Water-Energy-Food), include 11 articles from altogether
35 different authors. Geographically, a majority of the articles look at Central Asia [21–25] and the
Mekong [26–29], with one of the articles looking at Central Asia, South Asia and the Mekong [9] and
two others including case study areas outside these three regions [25,30]. Methodologically, the articles
address both theoretical and practical aspects related to the nexus. While all articles include elements
from both of these, six of them can be seen to be more practical, i.e., context-driven [21–24,26,28], while
five articles focus more on the theoretical discussion about the nexus as an approach [9,25,27,29,30].
Next, we will provide a concise summary for all the articles, organized according to their geographical
(Central Asia and Mekong) and methodological (theory) focus.

In their article on Central Asia’s Syr Darya River Basin, Soliev et al. [21] emphasise the importance
of historical perspective and more rigorous institutional analysis on water-energy-food nexus and
benefit sharing in transboundary river basins. Through their insightful analysis of water-related
development from 1917 until present day in the Ferghana Valley, the authors recognize five different
periods for the cooperation between Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Each of these periods has differing
benefit sharing mechanisms and related types of benefits. The analysis powerfully shows the evolution
and implications of changing institutional settings for shaping water-related management decisions as
well as transboundary cooperation.

The analysis by Guillaume et al. [22] provides two significant views to this Special Issue. First,
it gives an in-depth historical assessment of the trajectories of water scarcity and consumption in
Central Asia, applying global water data to selected Food Production Units in Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Afghanistan. Second, the authors use concepts stemming
from resilience and socio-ecological system theory to identify five transferable principles that are seen
to be particularly relevant for managing transboundary water-energy-food nexus. These principles
are: (1) the subsystems included/excluded from the nexus are case-specific and should be consciously
scrutinized; (2) consensus is needed on what boundaries can acceptably be crossed within the
nexus; (3) there is a need to understand how reducing trade-offs will modify system dependencies;
(4) global stakeholders have both a responsibility and right to contribute to the shaping of the
nexus; (5) combining data with global and local perspectives can help to enhance transferability
and understanding of shared problems in our globalized world [22].

The analysis by Wegerich et al. [23] looks at water security in Syr Darya River Basin through case
studies focusing on the water management of irrigated agriculture. Noting that current definitions
for water security largely forget the supply-side of water security, the authors move on to analyze in a novel manner past and current water security approaches in Syr Darya Basin. The results indicate that the majority of water-related international activities in the basin have been either at very local level or at international level, with the importance of the meso-level and its actors (including public irrigation departments) going largely unnoticed. In conclusion, the authors call for the long-term strengthening of public administration—so-called water bureaucracy—as it is often the weakest link for water security.

Jalilov et al. [24] provide an experimental case study focusing on Amu Darya River Basin and its water-energy-agriculture nexus. Using a hydro-economic model, the authors estimate the energy- and agriculture-related economic benefits from a major water infrastructure development project, namely the Rogun hydropower plant. The results show that differing operating schemes for the plant would increase the total energy-agriculture benefits while ensuring environmental flow needed to maintain key water-related ecosystems. This emphasizes the potential for benefit sharing between the basin countries, and also indicates that nexus synergies are indeed achievable: It seems possible to build and operate a dam in a way that would simultaneously enhance energy- and food-related benefits from the current state. The authors also note that any practical application of water-energy-food nexus must be context-specific and, if necessary, also include other relevant sectors. In the case of Amu Darya, the analysis must also consider economically very important—and water-intensive—non-food agriculture such as cotton.

Moving to the Mekong Region, Keskinen et al. [26] discuss the water-energy-food nexus in the context of the Tonle Sap Lake in Cambodia. The analysis shows that the current plans for large-scale hydropower in the Mekong will radically alter water and food security at both local and national level, and the nexus is thus a very timely, complementary concept to address the development challenges in the region. As result, for example the Mekong River Commission MRC—that has for years built its activities on IWRM concept—concluded in its most recent Basin Development Plan that addressing water-related trade-offs “requires strong IWRM understanding and water-food-energy nexus thinking” [31] (p. 42). Keskinen et al. also discuss the benefits of the nexus as an approach, noting that within their research project the nexus was particularly useful in facilitating collaboration and stakeholder engagement. The authors conclude that when compared to IWRM, the nexus is simultaneously more focused (spelling explicitly out the sectors that are to be included) and broader (expanding the discussion from mere water resources management to a general discussion about water, energy and food security). At the same time, however, there is a danger that the themes and aspects that are not explicitly included—such as livelihoods, climate change, or the environment—are simply left out or get secondary weight.

Matthews and Motta [28] provide a detailed analysis of the actual drivers for the Mekong’s hydropower boom, focusing on the critical role that Chinese state-owned enterprises have for hydropower investments. Using a political economy analysis, the authors clearly show the powerful political and economic forces behind hydropower development. Importantly, the analysis also indicates how such forces create narratives that downplay the water-energy-food nexus interconnections and position hydropower as a win-win for both upstream and downstream states—in contrast to scientific studies that demonstrate the substantial trade-offs related to hydropower development. This finding emphasizes the political dimension of the nexus, and reminds us that the way the nexus is defined and used often differ greatly depending on the actors and their ultimate interests.

The Special Issue also includes five articles that have more theoretical view on the nexus. Belinskij [27] provides a refreshingly different view on the entire approach, looking at how the international water law supports the nexus approach in the context of international river basins. Focusing on two international conventions (UN Watercourses Convention and ECE Water Convention) and using the Mekong as a case study, the analysis shows that international water law provides a useful platform for the cooperation between states and different sectors. While international water law supports the transboundary nexus approach by offering an institutional framework, it does not
offer concrete specifications for its procedural elements: agreeing on this remains the responsibility of riparian states. The author concludes that the most difficult part of the nexus cooperation in transboundary river basins is the reconciliation of different water uses in situations where there is not enough water to meet all the competing needs. In such situations, the general provisions in international water law on equitable and reasonable utilization and on the minimization of harmful transboundary effects become central.

Endo et al. [30] provide an insightful methodological view for the nexus, drawing on a comparative analysis of an array of different methods to look at the water-energy-food linkages. Covering both qualitative methods (questionnaire surveys, ontology engineering, and integrated maps) and quantitative methods (physical models, benefit-cost analysis, integrated indices, and optimization management models), the authors consider the pros and cons of each method with the help of set of local case studies from Japan and the Philippines. The authors also discuss the different stages and scales within the nexus analysis process that the methods can provide most contribution to, noting the importance of both temporal and spatial scale. The article, thus, reminds us how the nexus as an approach connects to already existing methods, and how the nexus linkages can be examined through a variety of different methods.

De Strasser et al. [25] discuss a methodology to assess the water-energy-food-ecosystem nexus in transboundary river basins. Drawing on groundbreaking work by the Task Force on the Water-Food-Energy-Ecosystems Nexus under the UNECE Water Convention, the authors introduce the Transboundary River Basin Nexus Approach (TRBNA) methodology and present findings from its application in three transboundary river basins: the Alazani/Ganykh, the Sava and the Syr Darya. The TRBNA methodology includes a six-step process, consisting of following steps: (1) Socio-economic and geographical context; (2) Identification of key sectors and key actors; (3) Analysis of key sectors; (4) Intersectoral issues; (5) Nexus dialogue; and (6) Solutions and benefits. Through their in-depth description of the TRBNA methodology, the authors provide a unique view of an actual nexus assessment process implemented within the political context of an intergovernmental organization. Methodologically, the authors conclude that the characteristic that makes the nexus approach innovative is the shift from a sector- or resource-centric perspective to a multi-centric one: nexus takes into account the links and dynamics between resource systems to harmonize their outlook and management. Noting that the nexus is often compared to IWRM, the authors also note that the traditional integrated approaches typically have limited analytical scope and often do not consider re-enforcing stresses or indirect links.

The article by Pittock et al. [29] introduces an influence model that can be used to systematically assess the water, energy and food nexus in large rivers. With the help of a series of influence diagrams, the authors model the hydropower-food supply nexus in the Lower Mekong River Basin. The diagrams show in visually powerful manner that the nexus in the Mekong is part of a complex system where an intervention in one aspect—for example construction of hydropower dam—will have cascading consequences for a wide range of other sectors in the socio-ecological system. In this way, the influence diagrams illustrate vividly the need for strategic management interventions, focusing on the key points of leverage where such interventions have the biggest potential to change the outcomes and to minimize negative impacts. The authors also note that the use of influence models facilitates systematic nexus analysis by identifying links across sectors, enabling discourse among actors on trade-offs and synergies across water, energy, food and other sectors.

The Special Issue is concluded with an article by Keskinen et al. [9], discussing the applicability of water-energy-food nexus in transboundary contexts based on novel comparative analysis as well as on key findings from the other articles of the Special Issue. The authors start by providing a set of definitions for the nexus, recognizing three perspectives that see the nexus as an analytical tool, governance framework and as an emerging discourse. The analysis of three Asian regions—Central Asia, South Asia and the Mekong Region—and their related transboundary river basins builds on comparative nexus triangles that aim to visualize the key nexus linkages in all these regions. Following,
the authors discuss the implications that the nexus approach has for transboundary context and vice versa.

3. Key Findings and Conclusions

Together, the articles constituting the Special Issue produce several important findings. In terms of the geographic focus of this Special Issue, the articles illustrate clearly the crucial linkages that water has with both energy and food production in different regions of Asia. Equally important are the linkages between energy and food security: Irrigated agriculture is a heavy user of energy (hence benefiting from enhanced energy security), while several forms of energy production—particularly hydropower and bioenergy—have direct impacts on food security.

The articles also show how strongly both energy and food production impact the river systems, with large-scale hydropower development being a particularly powerful—and contested—driver in a number of river basins. Such changes also translate into tensions between different water uses, both within and between the countries sharing the same river basin. Indeed, the upstream-downstream tensions over the water use—commonly including both energy (hydropower) and food (agriculture and/or fish)—in transboundary river basins of Asia seem to be rather a rule than an exception. This underlines the political dimension of the nexus (see also [32,33]), but also emphasizes the need to look beyond the river basin and water use per se, towards broader regional linkages and benefits related to water, energy and food. The articles also note that water-energy-food linkages in the study regions evolve over time, and that intensifying water and resource scarcities are likely to reinforce the already grand challenges related to such linkages.

Interesting methodological findings emerge also in relation to the nexus approach itself. First of all, it becomes clear that there are varying interpretations of the nexus, with different authors emphasizing different dimensions and also extending its scope from mere water-energy-food to include for example non-food crops and ecosystems. As noted by Keskinen et al. [9] in this issue, three complementary perspectives can therefore be established for the nexus, viewing it as an analytical approach, governance framework and emerging discourse. They also note that while the need for integration in relation to the nexus generally focuses on the linkages between three nexus sectors, it seems as important to understand the cross-level linkages between these different nexus perspectives and related disciplines [9]. Several articles also discuss the different scales related to the nexus. As concluded by Endo et al. [30] in this issue, the consideration of both vertical and horizontal scales and dimensions is needed to reduce trade-offs and to optimize the water-energy-food linkages.

Although the importance of water-energy-food linkages is clear, actual empirical evidence on the water-energy-food nexus approach remains relatively thin. This is visible also in this Special Issue, with the majority of the articles actually focusing more on the nexus as a theme (water-energy-food) than as an actual approach for analysis and/or planning and policy-making. On the other hand, several articles also discuss the methodological aspects of the nexus, including the article describing the pioneering work done by the UNECE and its partners on a thorough nexus assessment process in different transboundary river basins [25], as well as a useful methodological review by Endo et al. [30].

The articles also portray the nexus as a clearly water-centered concept—partly due to the defined scope (large Asian river basins) of the Special Issue. Such water-centrism has been, however, noted also by other authors, already starting from the Bonn2011 Conference that placed “available water resources” in the center of its triangle diagram depicting the water, energy and food security nexus [1] (p. 16). In this way, it becomes natural to compare nexus with other water management approaches, most importantly IWRM. It also makes it natural to focus the attention to river basin as a political and geographical unit, and water use and allocation as key elements of the nexus.

We should, thus, acknowledge upfront that one of the reasons for the very existence of the nexus is the need to find new ways to cope with increasing water scarcity and deterioration of aquatic ecosystems, and, hence, to address the pressures posed by food and energy production on water ecosystems. Instead of “available water resources” at the center of the Bonn2011 diagram, “aquatic
ecosystems” feels in many ways more appropriate focus (see also [25,34]). This would emphasize the importance of environmental impacts (and align the nexus better with common paradigms, such as ecosystem approach) and also remove the possible misinterpretation where water is seen merely as a resource to be allocated to and shared between agricultural and energy producers.

We argue that the water and resource-centrism is also the biggest challenge of the nexus. As illustrated by number of articles in this Special Issue, the ultimate success of the nexus depends from its ability to guarantee a buy-in also from the actors of energy and food sectors. We believe that such buy-in is best ensured if those actors feel that the nexus process provides them with something useful and that they are treated as equal partners, not just ‘externalities’ causing pressures on water.

Ultimately, however, the discussion about the nexus approach is not that relevant. What really matters is not the approach itself but the theoretical and practical processes it helps to establish and outcomes it helps to create (see also [35]). For us the key opportunity provided by the nexus is two-fold: its clear definition of the themes included (setting focus), and its emphasis on the linkages and feedback loops between those themes (not only on the themes per se). If the nexus in this way helps us to climb a step higher—from the sectoral valleys towards the mountain of sustainability—and take a more systemic view on those themes, then it is likely to live up to its expectations.
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